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SUMMARY: How much pluralism can democracy withstand? – Global context 1: Quantity vs.
quality – Global context 2: Militarization (might vs. right) – Global context 3: Commercialization
and corporatization (skill vs. virtue) – Stabilocracy and the new imperialism: Crisis as a
permanent situation – Varoufakis: Kosovization of Europe – Hofbauer: Experiment Kosovo –
The Return of Colonialism – Is there hope? – Can smaller countries determine their (economic)
fate at all? – Strategology: Origins and purpose – The nature of strategy – Three dimensions of
strategy – The Kosovo and Metohia issue as a par excellence paradoxical strategic question –
From anti-strategy to optimal strategy – Kosovo and Metohia 20 years after the NATO
aggression: The situation and recommendations.
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One of the most important (existential) questions in contemporary pluralist democracies, most
pregnantly asked by the prominent Austrian political philosopher Peter Graf Kielmansegg, is:
“How much pluralism can democracy withstand?” According to him, it is “necessary… to
differentiate between at least three types of pluralism: pluralism of interests, pluralism of values,
and pluralism of identities.

  

- Pluralism of interests deals with the issue of how to (re)distribute divisible assets;

  

- Pluralism of values deals with the question of which values to accept as valid;

  

- Pluralism of identities deals with a question whom the word “we” includes; “Whom do I
constitute a community with?” [Kielmansegg 1991: 30–40].

  

Kielmansegg is of the opinion that “democracy can withstand a substantial amount of pluralism
of interests; that it has difficulties with pluralism of values, while it has the greatest problem with
pluralism of identities.” [1]

  

For the Serbs, the Kosovo Issue has for centuries stood “at the very foundations of [their]
identity” [Пипер 2017: 281–283]. One’s answer to that prerequisite either lifts him up or brings
him down [2] . These who try to make deals concerning it, or do actually make them, will not
fare well [3] .

  

GLOBAL CONTEX 1: QUANTITY VS. QUALITY

  

At the end of the past century most western and transition-era intellectuals believed that instead
of a Hungtintonian clash of civilizations, the time of universalization, the era of global civilization
, was coming. This is the period when global power-mongers also intensified their work on a
specific kind of historical engineering meant to create an uncontested world order with “new
rules of the ‘game’” which would guarantee the survival and expansion of the global civilization
under the sign of Capital
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[4]
. According to them, no authentic policy and culture should stand in the way of transnational
capital’s economic expansion. Not even at the cost of this civilization’s self-destruction, as the
global, turbo-capitalist civilization battles against everything that is, in its essence 
singular
, authentic – against nation and national states, against law, science, upbringing and education,
against family, religion, tradition in general, and even against work itself. Or, to put it simply, it
seems to be innately against quality and in favor of quantity! It disdains value and upholds
usefulness, it stands against creativity and favors imitation and simulation, it strives for
uniformity and has little use for diversity, the bleakness and dullness of mediocrity disturb it
none, as it reaches for maximization of quantity and speed…
[5]

  

GLOBAL CONTEXT 2: MILITARIZATON

  

(MIGHT VS. RIGHT)

  

Carl Schmitt used to claim that war is a way out of the crisis: the way out of a small crisis being
a small war, and a big war out of a big one! Creating crisis hotspots and launching 
no-win wars
and 
wars by proxy
became, after the Korean War of the mid-20
th

century (the first such war), a routine approach by the international power-mongers. Apparently,
it was also a necessity, because the structure of production and consumption, in the U.S. for
example, changed drastically in favor of the military-industrial complex, so that intensifying
economic activity to overcome a crisis implies an increase in the production of tools, weapons
and ammunition. Moreover, demand too can go up only if a new war is launched. This is where
the profits are biggest, and the returns quickest. In other words, in the economies structured in
such a way, 
investments in wars
are 
the most profitable
ones
[6]
.
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Terms used in the contemporary economic debates are to a great extent defined by the
semantic legacy of previous debates. In addition, economic terminology shows a noticeable
influence of other, so-called exact sciences: above all physics (“balance”, “oscillatory trends”…),
then biology (“circular flow” or “circulation”, “growth”, “development”, “seed capital”), medicine
(“shock therapy”) and, increasingly, military science (“economic sanctions”, “economic security”,
“economic war”, “hybrid war”, “cost-benefit” analysis of strategic migrations as a weapon of war,
“strategic management”… etc.). This semantic militarization of economics is undoubtedly a
consequence of the e
conomy
’s militarization. Many criticize the use of military terms in the economic sphere considering such
militarization as an expression of neo-mercantilism and economic nationalism; according to
them, this unavoidably leads to conflicts. Because the real and “surreal” – speculative, or better
still, scheming economies based on military and political power instead on economic efficiency
– permanently disturb the balance of capital and production necessary for sustainable economic
and overall development.

  

GLOBAL CONTEXT 3: COMMERCIALIZATION AND CORPORATIZATION

  

(SKILL VS. VIRTUE)

  

At the same time, the tendencies of commercialization and corporatization are becoming ever
stronger. Everything is for sale, including people, their organs, even their souls. Local and
regional markets are becoming part of global flea market of lost souls. The mainstream
neoliberal doctrine legitimizes this by citing freedom of choice in the only true, worldwide labor
market: of people who, without remorse, “honestly” work for those who pay more. Moreover, this
market is becoming overcrowded: supply is growing exponentially, that going hand in hand with
the general trend of massive impoverishment. That is, most countries of the Second World have
descended into the Third World owing to transitional plunder, whereas the gap between the
traditionally developed countries and the underdeveloped ones is deepening – with the price of
treason, true to theory, plummeting [7] .

  

In this case as well, maximum quantity and maximum speed are the supreme (and only) values,
replacing every skill and virtue. Die Schnellen fressen die Langsamen (“The swift gobble up the
slow”) wrote Heike Leitschuh-Fechte in a 1997 article entitled “One day we’ll all be The First,”
defining the essence of (turbo)capitalist ideology. In other words, 
more and ever more, faster and faster
! That is the only criterion of success. And in order to be successful, we have to be 
incorporated
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[8]
.

  

STABILOCRACY AND THE NEW IMPERIALISM:

  

CRISIS AS A PERMANENT SITUATION

  

What are our chances to see the end of the world economic crisis in our lifetime? Not very
great, since it has become a permanent situation that one has to get used to. (For example, this
is what TV reality shows are supposed to train us for.) The post-modern ideology relativizes
everything, equalizing all values and, by deconstructing the present as well as the past,
prepares us all for a post-human – or posthumous – future.

  

Meanwhile we are being incessantly told that peace and stability should be our ultimate goals.
In this context, “stability” – a Newspeak euphemism for “control” (even surveillance!) – actually
means that “everything is under control”, i.e. under our [9]  control, which is the essence of both
old 
and 
new imperialism
. Under the old imperialism control was executed directly – through application of firm power
such as, for instance, a ground invasion – while in the case of the new, so-called economic
imperialism, it assumes a subtler form of “soft” and smart power, as defined by Joseph Nye. We
use the term “economic imperialism” when one country controls another by using its resources
for the purpose. The controller ideologically 
justifies
that by claiming cost-benefits for the victim-country which, therefore, “accepts” such control.
Moreover, according to such argumentation, the victim-country can always say “no”, there being
no long-term solution, i.e. no permanent economic imperialism, since the domination can last
only as long as the resources needed for it are available. The solution, from the point of view of
the imperial power’s interests, is to make the victim-country dependent on the “controller’s”
resources by, for example, pushing it into 
indebtedness
[10]
– a classical occupation being much riskier and costlier.

  

VAROUFAKIS: THE KOSOVIZATION OF EUROPE
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Before our very eyes the “old order” is crumbling or already lies in ruins under the forces of
arrogance which see themselves as “the creators of history” as they cynically engage in the
“deconstruction” experiment. With burgeoning loss of sovereignty, that is, with the historical loss
of national subjectivity, the less numerous and economically less powerful nations are becoming
an object (“guinea pigs”) of the “New Order” [11] : “The policies of Europe as it now stands lead
to fragmentation. The worst-case scenario of the crisis would be the 
Kosovization 
of Greece, Spain, Ireland, Portugal, and Italy, i.e. their turning into protectorates which use the
Euro, are ruled by European commissioners and local kleptocrats, and whose youth is their only
relevant export asset.”
[12]

  

HOFBAUER: EXPERIMENT KOSOVO – THE RETURN OF COLONIALISM

  

Hannes Hofbauer’s book Experiment Kosovo: The Return of Colonialism (Experiment Kosovo:
Die Rückkehr des Kolonialismus
) [Hofbauer 2008, henceforth referred to as EK] is an intellectually honest attempt to understand
the current Kosovo situation within a wider historical and international context. The author is not
siding with any party to the conflict, nor is he favoring the current “international” rule, neither
whose 
Weltanschauung 
does he share. He rightfully perceives it not as a genuine ideological belief, but as a cover for
extremely pragmatic and aggressive goals. To understand what has led to the creation of the
current state of affairs in Kosovo and Metohia – a Mafia state thriving under the thin layer of a
colonial, military, police, and political administration – it is necessary to understand its
background, i.e. the historical and political context of the Kosovo region and of its immediate
surroundings, while not neglecting the wider, geopolitical context [Павић 2009].
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  Commendably, Hofbauer allows the facts to speak for themselves, which is reason enough toquote him without major interventions.  As an economic and social historian, he is critical of the European Project and examines theBalkans specifically, as a region wherein an imperial policy was pursued by Austro-Hungary inthe past and by the EU and the U.S. today. The consequences of such approach are tragic: amajor war in former Yugoslavia, hundreds of thousands of lives lost, millions of displacedpersons, enormous material destruction, the final blow being the attack on the Federal Republicof Yugoslavia and the forcible separation of Kosovo and Metohia from the sovereign state ofSerbia in 2008. Then, “through a unilateral declaration of Kosovo’s independence, the international lawwas violated and substituted by the rights of man(human rights). The international law is quite clear, while the rights of man can be interpreted inmany ways. They are a reflection of economic and military power. What had been resolved in1945, was again geopolitically reshuffled”[13]i.e. “the bombing of Yugoslavia without a U.N. mandate, initiated the violation of internationallaw, while the recognition of the unilaterally declared independence of Kosovo marked an end ofthe epoch that began in 1945.” [An interview with Hofbauer atwww.blic.rs/politika.php?id=79495]  In other words, the main thesis of Experiment Kosovo is the U.S.’s and EU’s new imperialpolicy, primarily reflected in NATO’s activities. According to Hofbauer, however, Kosovo is notthe first but the second stage in such new installation of imperial rule on the territory of formerYugoslavia, the first occurring in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In both cases a similar scenario wasemployed: military engagement came first, followed by the introduction of a unique type of ruleover the occupied territories: they were subjected to a specific political, social and economic experiment under merged“executive and administrative branches of government” which only as separated powers constitute “the essence of democracy in the West.” [An interview with Hofbauer at https://bit.ly/3oEzxZ9]. Double standards were obviously employed – ones for “civilized” Western democracies, and very different onesfor the “semiliterate belligerent savages” in the Balkans, who have to be ruled by an iron fist[14].  The great powers will take advantage of the latest Balkan ethnic turmoil to further their owninterests. They have been pulling the strings of all major events in the region since the end ofthe 19th and the beginning of the 20th century – including the 1912–1913 Balkan Wars, the 1912creation of Albania, the 1918 creation of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and the Slovenes(from 1929, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) and the 1943 revolutionary formation of the FederalPeople’s Republic of Yugoslavia… For, according to Michael Weithmann cited by Hofbauer [EK:45], “all Balkan states have always been the objects andnot the subjectsof big policies,” i.e. “not one of the ethnic problems has ever been solved. The borders drawnthere appear to be a part of a system bound to create ever new hostilities so that the greatpowers, depending on the situation, could keep the Balkan people cornered and use theirdiscord for their own goals.” [Weithmann 1997: 327]  After describing the past of Kosovo and its inter-ethnic relations from the 14th century until theforming of the first and the second Yugoslavia, Hofbauer proceeds to consider the reasons forthe destruction of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, stating that “the Yugoslavcatastrophe was generated from within and from the outside.” [EK: 76] He, however,immediately recalls that without understanding world economic relations and dependences, thedissolution of this multi-ethnic state cannot be fully comprehended. For, after the collapse ofcommunism, a redistributionof assets and resourceswas to be made, and the territory of the Balkans divided into the exclusive zones of interestof certain countries and big capital. In the light of this, “the division into nations and ethniccommunities was not only of assistance to, but a precondition for achieving these goals. For, social stratification unavoidably leads to class struggle during the division of the existing pie,while national struggle, on the contrary, leads only to the division of the market.” [EK: 77] In short, disintegration was necessaryfor new economic integration, to enable “an unhindered circulation of goods, people, ideas andcapital.”[15]But, even a mere glance at the winners in the long-lasting clash reveals everything: multinational capitaland local elites emerged as the only profiteers.  That is, during the (world) economic crisis of the late 1970s and the early 1980s, the Yugoslaveconomy began rapidly to sink under the heavy burden of foreign debts and high inflation.Jeffrey Sachs, an IMF expert for curing such economic woes, proposed a plan to establish “thedinar’s convertibility in the country through a social shock therapy by depriving state money ofeconomic life, thus putting to death ‘the Yugoslav socialist self-management’.” [EK: 79].  Hofbauer summarizes the fatal formula guiding the West in resolving the problem that resultedin the tragedy of the Yugoslav peoples in a single slogan: “Solidarity with the national right toself-determination.” Thus, radical demands by the suddenly “nationally and democraticallyaware” Slovenes, Croats, Muslims and, eventually, Albanians, directed against the Yugoslavfederation, found strong supporters and allies in Germany, Austria, France, and U.S. Thereason why the West’s politicians, media, leading thinkers and theoreticians interpreted nationalself-determination as social emancipation can be explained as “a purely colonial aspiration, acolonial call.” In fact, Hofbauer believes that “the war was premeditated and deliberatelyprovoked .” [16]  The only element missing was asuitable “philosophical” justification, which was found in a demand that human rights berespected, and followed by military interventions to protect them. These rights thus served toideologically justify all military actions dubbed “humanitarian interventions.” It is clear today thatsomething entirely opposite lay behind this missionary logic of universally applicable “humanrights”. The actual goal was to impose a form of material and social reproduction with “freedom”as its center, but such “liberty” boiled down to license of trade. Capital, i.e. the logic of capitalistexpansion, was both the causaeficiensand the causa finalisof the events that took place. This logic of capitalist relations was camouflaged by the West’sadvocacy of “universal values” and “human rights”, as a universal world religion of the market and the free flow of people, ideas and goodsinseparable from it.  Hofbauer takes a clear stand concerning the war the West launched against the FederalRepublic of Yugoslavia under the pretext of protecting human rights and preventing ahumanitarian catastrophe: “This undeclared NATO war against Yugoslavia was an aggressionlacking all legal basis and acceptable reason. It violated all norms of international law, allprovisions of the U.N. Charter, the NATO statute, and the constitutions of all member states,especially the German Constitution.” [EK: 118].  In the night of June 9, 1999 an agreement was signed between the FRY and NATO inKumanovo, Macedonia, on the cessation of hostilities, after which, based on the Agreement’sprovisions and U.N. Security Council Resolution 1244, Kosovo was placed under theadministration of the U.N. , i.e. KFOR (“Kosovo Force”), whose largest contingent consisted ofNATO troops. The Serb province of Kosovo was then divided into occupation zones under thejurisdiction of the U.S., German, Italian, British and French forces, and a U.N. civilian mission,UNMIK, was installed. According to the UNHCR [EK: 123], its population “protected” by Westernarmies, in the months that followed an Albanian pogrom of non-Albanians took place:innumerable acts of pillage, arson, murder, rape, and abduction were committed, reaching aclimax in the expulsion (“ethnic cleansing”) of some 250,000 Serbs, Muslim Slavs, Roma,Egyptians, Ashkalis (the last three categories being self-designations of the minoritiespreviously called “Gypsies”). To illustrate how the operation was conducted, Hofbauer quotes aformer Albanian teacher bragging to a reporter of a French news agency: “We went from hometo home, giving the Serbs 15 to 30 minutes to disappear.” [17]  A U.N. civilian administrationwas introduced in Serbia’s province which was gradually transformed into a protectorate with“supervised independence”. The UNMIK, established immediately after the war, rested on fourpillars: as Hofbauer put it, it is “a state in totality” [EK: 140], because it carries out the executive,judicial, police, and administrative tasks necessary to “build democracy and its institutions.”Over this structure presides the SRSG –a Special Representative of the U.N. Secretary Generalwith unlimited powers.  After “Kosovo” (its full title being “Kosovo and Metohia” /metoh = Church Property/) illegallydeclared its independence, the Eulex mission replaced UNMIK. According to Hofbauer, inaddition there are some 4,500 non-governmental organizations holding various training coursesand allegedly building institutions and democracy, while “protecting human rights”… Theplanetary bible of the free market was put to work as soon as the war ended. Namely, the HighRepresentative Bernard Kouchner seized all movable and immovable property of the FederalRepublic of Yugoslavia in Kosovo. Privatization followed, under the command of the KosovoTrust Agency and ending in the Heist of the Century[18]from which only mafia structures and the foreign factor[19]profited [EK: 212]. It should also be kept in mind that while poverty and over 60 percentunemployment reign supreme in Kosovo, the international elites enjoy enormous income inexchange for their efforts to establish “peace and democracy.” The economy practically doesnot exist[20], except for the black market[21]ruled by local mafia clans[22].  To such Kosovo, with its economy devastated and its society in shambles, its foreign tutorsgranted independence in February 2008. Violating international law, they forcibly took away apart of the sovereign state of Serbia under the excuse that it was a case sui generis withunforeseeable consequences and, by applying the ancient divide and rule adage, continue to determine the fate of small nations…[23]  “Cooperation of UNMIK and EUPT exists in all areas and at all levels. The EUPT, together withthe chief of ICO PT, holds bimonthly meetings with SRSG and P/DSRGS.” [24]  Hofbauerquotes this statement from a June 2008 communication between international administrators inKosovo and Metohia to depict “money leakage” channels in occupied Serbian territory, i.e. toshow where the numerous billions spent on “The Kosovo Experiment” end up. That is perhapsthe best and the most adequate illustration of the cold neocolonial rule over that part ofancestral Serbian lands [Павић 2009]. And its essence lies in the following: “‘Monitored orsupervised independence’ was envisaged in advance as joint action of the ruling factors whichcontrol the instruments of world-wide rule. A combination of various instruments of direct andindirect foreign governance serves as a pledge for state independence. In that respect, Kosovo/Kosova (Albanian version of the original Serb toponym “The Field of Blackbirds” [Kosovo polje]) offers ideal conditions for experimenting.”[25][EK: 234] This, of course, is to be achieved with the supporting role played by the former KLA(“Kosovo Liberation Army”) commanders, who in 1999 “acted as NATO ground troops, and now,after changing their guerilla uniforms for civilian suits, are allowed to pose as authorities.” [EK:6]  Hofbauer’s analysis dispels all the idealists’ illusions – if such still exist – that an “enlightened”international administration can benefit any area under its “care”. “A colonial administrationloves abbreviations,” writes Hofbauer [EK: 276], “but behind these anaesthetizing acronymshides a veritable hell on earth of cynical, colonial pillage [26] , of open looting of Serb propertyby the ‘International Community’ and in favor of Western big capital[27]– and of the omnipresent Albanian mafia which pervades all nooks and crannies of the KosovoAlbanian society.”[28]  Hofbauer particularly points out that given the text of U.N. Resolution 1244, which “guaranteesterritorial inviolability of the FRY… there was, in fact, nothing to negotiate about” [EK: 236], andwonders “why has Serbia agreed to participate in this obviously premeditated game” [EK: 239]of which the results were: “From the viewpoint of international law, the principles most clearlysacrificed by the establishment of a new order in the Balkans are, in addition to the U.N. Charterand various U.N. resolutions, the final acts of the Helsinki Conference on European Securityand Cooperation.” He stresses, once again, that “negotiations on the status of Kosovo wereheld contrary to all the principles and in violation of all the cited points of the HelsinkiConference” [EK: 242–243]. Still, Russia’s and China’s firm rejection of the unilaterally declaredKosovo independence created “major difficulties for the Western ‘international community ofstates’,” because “as long as Resolution 1244 exists, there will be two realities in the worldcommunity” [EK: 256].  In agreeing with this appraisal Hofbauer believes that his book “strikes at the very center… ofthe colonial administration in Kosovo,” and that it offers a solution for the future, wherein thefocus should be on “potential joint activities in economic development” [EK: 298] [29] .  IS THERE HOPE?  Does the bleak landscape of the world as it is offer any hope for difference and diversity, foruniversal principles and rules, for common values, to the small, the weak and the poor, to “thegifted but out of luck”?  Pessimists do not discern it (as Wilde’s weaver, describing the human condition, puts it, “In war,the strong make slaves of the weak, and in peace the rich make slaves of the poor”), whilescientists and techno-bureaucrats, shining with optimism, continue to preachuncontestable faith in a bright, inevitable.  And what about the realists? They roll up their sleeves!  CAN SMALLER COUNTRIES INFLUENCE THEIR (ECONOMIC) FATE AT ALL?  In the economic science (understood in positivistic terms as exact) it is generally accepted that the sizeof a country is measured by the number of its inhabitants, its territorial extension, and itsaggregate economic power. But, in addition to such quantitativeindicators of a country’s (nation’s) size, the qualitativeones – though difficult or impossible to measure – should also be considered for a morecomplete and deeper insight. They can be determined by a quality analysis through“ spiritual”scientific disciplines (Diltay), which emphasize the understanding of the purpose and the significance of processes and manifestations, and pays less attention totheir explanation– which is the primary task of science as traditionally understood in the West. Thus, cultural,social, economic, political, and geographic particularities of various countries and peoples areinterpreted from a historic perspective. Contextualization in space and time, in this sense, analyzes the character and quality of relations between countries, their valuesystems, their aspirations and ambitions[30], their strategic outlook and actions or a lack of them (i.e. allowing for a free course of events,spontaneity, going along with the forces of nature, or with the “logic of history,” submitting todictates[31]etc…)  All this forms a field of research for a new scientific discipline – strategology [32] .  STRATEGOLOGY: ORIGINS AND PURPOSE  “Strategology… attempts to understand the strategies of all participants in the game of theirmutual cooperation and/or competition. It considers conflicts equally possible as is eventualcooperation between various subjects. It does not accept a morally suitable strategy, butexclusively the one that was chosen – either well or wrongly –without any guarantee, and witharguments and chances of failing and losing as much as succeeding.  Strategology offers the most promising chance to those actors who grasp, with the least bias,the rules of the game of which the outcome cannot be fully comprehended. Those blinded bytheir own ideology have significantly smaller chances to win.” [Konrad 1999: 61].  THE NATURE OF STRATEGY  Since there are so many differing opinions on strategy, instead of reviewing all its definitions orsearching for a unified designation, it seems more appropriate to try to identify various strategicissues  and the perspectives of their resolution.  For, sundry strategic perspectives, that is, points of view, lay different emphasis on thesignificance of contrasting strategic tensions. It is customary, therefore, to first hear all pro andcon arguments, and then proceed to resolve the tensions. Thus, there are four generalapproaches to determining and interpreting a strategic tension. It may be perceived in severalways:  1. As a riddle. A riddle comes up in an attempt to solve a problem with a single, optimalsolution. Strategic tension can arise in this form, its cause usually stemming from being baffledby the riddle, and not from the riddle’s inherent, contradictory premises;  2. As a dilemma. A dilemma appears when facing a problem with two possible solutions. Themost well-known is the “prisoner’s dilemma.”[33]All those who face an either-or problem face a dilemma, each solution having its advantages and disadvantages – none,however, being clearly superior to the other. Strategic tensions may also take the form of adilemma. In such cases, the strategist has to choose one of the options, for example, eitherto cooperate (“cooperative strategy”) orto compete (“competing” or “conflict strategy”);  3. As a compensatory relation. A compensatory relation (or “trade-off”) is a situation with manypossible solutions, each representing a different ratio of conflicting pressures, wherein more of the one signifiesless of another, in a “zero-sum game” i.e. a set-up where what one player gains, the otherloses. The outcome may also be described as redistribution with no superior solution, andstrategic tensions as compensatory relations resulting from one of the many balancing solutionsto a conflict.  4. As a paradox. A paradox is perceived when two ostensibly contradictory or even mutuallyexclusive factors (A and B) simultaneously appear both truthful and valid. Paradox has no real solutionbecause there is no way to logically integrate the two opposites into a consistent understandingof the problem. As opposed to the either-orof a dilemma, it can be defined as an “and-and” problem – one factor being as true as the opposing one. Thus, both the A and thecontradicting B may be desirable: both competition andcooperation; both the market andthe plan; more of the market and more of the plan; a better market anda better plan! Strategic tensions can be seen as a paradox too, having no real (“traditional”)solution not only because decisions are made in conditions of riskand uncertainty of a present, but because every strategy is inevitably opened toward a future, which is most frequently unpredictable and unfathomable. Although a successful strategyalways contains a futuristic aspect, it is always its weakest part, as it is impossible to make astrategy of innovations. Caught between permanence and changeability, a way out may befound by combining various solutions in a functional compromise to temporarilyovercome a paradox. In this case the term “temporarily” implies constant wrangling with a problem (Njegoš’s “unending struggle”) without ever reaching a final solution. Thus, there are no final solutions (which was Dr Strangelove’s[34]dream, known to the Nazis as Endlösungen, and ever so enticing to other ruthless power-mongers the world over), and no strategy that cando away with similar approaches to getting rid of a problem “once and for all”.  But, when a tension does emerge as a paradox, [35]  the strategist has to try to accommodateboth the A and the B simultaneously. He must search for new (heterodox) ways to reconcile theopposites in the best possible manner, using the advantages of both options (“the best of bothworlds;” “have the cake and eat it”), while trying to minimize their damaging effects. In its nature,the new approach of combining the opposites provides incentive to innovation and, in general,to creativity. It is the most difficult and challenging way to solve a strategic problem, but also themost successful, because at the end everyone gains, this being a situation described as a“non-zero-sum game”.  Thus, by its very nature, the Kosovo-Metohia tension is a par excellence example of astrategic question of the paradox type.  THREE DIMENSIONS OF STRATEGY  There are, therefore, three essential dimensions of strategy:  1. Strategic process, which answers the questions of how, who, and when: How is, and howshould a strategy be imagined, formulated, analyzed, constructed, controlled, and if need be changed? Whoare the participants? Whenthe necessary activities should occur? The productof the strategic process is:  2. Strategic content, which answers the question of what strategy is and what it should be foran individual, a household, a job, a company, an economic sector, a local community, a region,a national economy, a global company, or for a macro-regional integration,  whereas:  3. Strategic context shows where, i.e. in what environment, a strategic process is taking place –that is, what it fits into.  Moreover, process, content and context are not parts but dimensions of strategy. For, strategyis a three-dimensionalphenomenon and allits three dimensions should be considered simultaneously.  Further, a strategic process consists of strategic thinking, strategy building, and strategicchange . Theyare marked by the following elements of strategic tension, and the corresponding opposites of strategic perspective:  The strategic content defines the level of strategic thinking and action. It can appear on thelevel of a function or a job, on a corporate level, a regional ornetwork level, or on a national and international level… In a market economy subjects beginperforming strategically on the micro level, the higher levels gradually following suit, whereas ina central plan economy or society strategic policy is dictated from above, to be followed bylower levels divested of all autonomy.  In other words, there exists, and always did exist, some kind of strategy [36]  at some level –either competitive or cooperative…  Strategic context, upon which both the theoreticians and the practitioners agree that each isunique, unrepeatable, specific, one of a kind, becomes the subject of contention among themonly when the type of contextual influence on strategy is concerned. Thus, deterministsbelieve that the strategists[37]have scant freedom of choice, since both the process and the content are usually the outcomeof circumstances which they cannot control. Voluntarists, however, are of the opinion that strategies are not influenced so much by context as by theirwill to determine and follow a certain course of action. They claim that a strategy should, andcan, create “its own” circumstances, instead of accepting the “marching orders” of theconditions it faces. That is, in their view context can be defined by the strategist, instead ofbeing perceived as a given. At the organizational plane the issue is described as “control vs.chaos”, while at the sector level the situation becomes more complex and is seen as“compliance vs. choice.” At the national level, the dilemma intensifies into a “compliance vs.choice” type of a conundrum, which is to say that in that case there is a confrontation of twoperspectives, of “(de)evolution vs. creation”[38].  FROM ANTISTRATEGY TO OPTIMAL STRATEGY  The following three proverbs – Pray to God that our goat gets the wolf (Georgian); If the earthshakes under your feet, grab for the skies(Bulgarian), and When the devil knocks on your door, don’t stop doing what you’re at (Serbian) – well illustrate some possible approaches in devising and implementing adevelopment strategy.  These three proverbs, however, can be interpreted in various ways:  One way to react when facing an unavoidable challenge is to take the nihilist or delaying andappeasing approach. Ifsomeone utters the first proverb as a wishful “let-it-be,”instead of something like Njegoš’s “May it be as it cannot be!” call to battle, that person does notbelieve in the positive outcome of his plea and by doing nothing annuls the very idea of strategicthinking and action.  The second proverb’s escapist or potentially mobilizing meaning is also unintelligible outsidethe context of the times of troubles and defeat, when it may express a need for comfort, a cryfor heavenly justice, or a belief that Good will prevail over Evil in this world or the Other one,and may even invigorate the spirit to act and overcome the troubles and misfortune.  The third saying is activist, but does not imply that action should exclude thoughtfulness (inRussian, that word being a synonym for industry, as it is for contemplation, analysis, judgment,reasoning, etc.).  In short, “Pray to God, but sail towards the shore!” is a Russian proverb that pragmatically, andparadoxically, synthesizes the “Action and asense of purpose” answer to the issue of devising, and the feasibility of realizing a development strategy in aspatial and a historical context.  But, how to think strategically in Serbia, and act accordingly? How are we to transform our 20thcentury historical experience into a lesson for a successful future? Where is our “Ship of Future”sailing to? This publication[39]is one of the answers to those questions, wherein competent authors have amalgamated theirthoughts on the subject by analyzing the established facts and proposing solutions throughdefining our strategic options of thought and action.  For, “In their actions, the Serbs… have to be not only in full agreement, but persistent andpersevering, and not trustful of mere promises even if they are written down and signed, asexperience shows that, unfortunately, not even the most hallowed principles have beenhonored.” This is what a young PhD candidate, Milovan Milovanović, understood over a centuryago, sending a message to the Balkan peoples to always keep their powder dry, and theirswords honed – the two things no guarantees can replace. For, only those nations which knowhow to fight will find champions for their cause [Milovanovitch 1888: 4]. We should never forgetthese metaphorical words of the future advocate of Balkan cooperation and the founder of theBalkan Alliance which, after five hundred years, achieved the most profound transformation ofthe Balkans. Even in the radically changed circumstances something remains the same – bymobilizing all our physical and intellectual potentials this should be taken advantage of in themoments that may prove crucial. The principles and rules of international law may prove to be the strongest argument in thehands of those who know how to use them “to their own, and general benefit.” [Милојевић2006: 247]  For, rare were the moments in the turbulent Serbian history that were not crucial. This isespecially true today, in conditions of burgeoning global interdependence, and the condensationand acceleration of history, when the Balkans is once more turning into a “seismograph” ofworld-wide relevance. Therefore, the question-answer “When, if not now?” is of utmostimportance since for bureaucrats and quasi-politicians The Moment never comes. As an oldadage says: “For soldiers it is always too soon, and for officers ever too late.” Or, as SørenKierkegaard put it: “To dare may mean to lose ground under your feet for a moment, but not todare means to lose life itself.”  ČASLAV OCIĆ  Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, Serbia  ocicc@sbb.rs  ;  caslav.ocic@sanu.ac.rs    REFERENCES  Антонић 2017а → Антонић, Слободан (2017а). Пут Србије у статус колоније, in:[СБССАНУ 1: 353–355].  Антонић 2017б → Антонић, Слободан (2017б) Самоокупација у култури, in: [СБССАНУ 1:363–366].  Баста 2017a→ Данило Баста. Слобода је српско становиште, in: [СБССАНУ 1: 367–370].  Баста 2017b → Данило Баста. ОтимањеКосоваиМетохије, in: [СБССАНУ 1: 294–299].  Вест 2013 → Ребека Вест. Значење издаје, translated by Ана Селић, Београд:Алгоритам, 2013.  Ивковић 2017→ Ивковић, Владан. Теорија класификације народа ( http://www.carsa.rs/teorija-klasifikacije-naroda/)  Кљакић 2011→ Љубомир Кљакић.Роберт Френсис Купер – империјални стратег иадминистратор, Печат 14.7.2011. (a part of an essay titled Европска Унија као“мека”империја и Срби, 2010).  КВилиНХ 2019 → Косовска вертикала или неоколонијална хоризонтала. Демографски,економски, социјални, правни, геополитички и еколошки аспекти косовскометохијскогпитања . Уредник академик Часлав Оцић,Грачаница, Цетиње, Београд, Зрењанин: Институт за европске студије, Светигора,Градска народна библиотека „Жарко Зрењанин“, Дом културе „Грачаница“, ТВ Храм,2019. (друго, допуњено, издање) ISBN 9788682057727, COBISS.SR-ID 279632140.  Кршић 2019 → Јован Кршић. Етнички Албанци на Косову и у Метохији: Демографскепромене, 1948–2011, in: [КВилиНХ 2019: 81–106].  Маџар 1979→ Љубомир Маџар et al. Кидричева визија система планирања, Марксистичка мисао, № 4, 1979: 75–90.  Маџар 2013→ Љубомир Маџар. Стратегија и ограничења, Политика 25. 12. 2013.  Милојевић 2006→ Момир Милојевић. Срби на Косову и у Метохији и начеламеђународног права, in: Срби на Косову и у Метохији, edited by Стеван Карамата andЧаслав Оцић, Београд: САНУ.  МСРС 2014→ Могуће стратегије развоја Србије. Edited by Часлав Оцић / Српскаакадемија наука и уметности, Одељење друштвених наука, Београд 2014.ISBN978–86–7025–643–9; ISBN978-86-7025-643-9; COBISS.SR-ID212200972.–XVI+1152pp., graphs, reviews, maps, tables; 25cm.–(Економски зборник, Vol. 13). (http://www.sanu.ac.rs/Izdanja/ElIzdanja.aspx)  Његош 1995 → Петар Петровић Његош. Горски вијенац, Београд, Књижевненовине-Енциклопедија, 1995.  Оцић 1996, 1998, 2017 → Часлав Оцић. Просперитет и слобода; Економика 11–12, 1996;reprinted in: Часлав Оцић, Метаекономика кварежи, Београд 1998. and in: [СБССАНУ 1: 356–358].  Оцић 2015, 2017 → Часлав Оцић. Ка обали плови.Старатеголошка разматрања,Београд: Друштво за привредну историју, 2015, 22017.  Павић 2009 → Александар Павић, Косово као лабораторија новог светског поретка, Зборник Матице српске за друштвене науке, № 128, 2009.  Пипер 2017/2008 → Предраг Пипер. У темељу идентитета, in: [СБССАНУ 1: 281–283].  СБССАНУ 1 → Спорови о будућности Србије и САНУ: куда и како даље? Први део:Опстанак и развој (2017). Edited by Часлав Оцић, ИСТЕР 21 – Београд и СКП–Нови Сад, Београд 2017.ISBN 978-86-81128-00-8, COBIS-SR.ID 253387276.  Рикаловић and Молнар 2019 → Гојко Рикаловић Дејан Молнар. Неуспехевроатлантистичког State Formation пројекта: демографске, економске, социјалне иеколошке промене на Косову и у Метохији у прве две деценије 21. века, in: [КВилиНХ2019: 81–106].  СБССАНУ 2→ Спорови о будућностиСрбије и САНУ: куда и како даље? Други део:Истина и слобода (2018). Edited by Часлав Оцић, Београд: ИСТЕР 21 and 4 СЕ. ISBN 978-86-81128-01-5,COBIS-SR.ID 264086796.  Скулић 2019 → Миодраг Скулић. Друштвена предузећа на Косову и Метохији 1990.године, in: [КВилиНХ 2019: 125–140].  Томаш 2016 → Рајко Томаш. Могу ли мале земље имати властите стратегије развоја уусловима глобализације? ,Глас CDXXVI Одељења друштвених наука, Vol. 32, (2016).Београд: САНУ.  Хедин 1943 → Свен Хедин. Америка у борби континената, Београд: Просветна заједницаа.д., 1943.  Чворовић 2006 → Зоран Чворовић. Издаја ( https://bit.ly/39olQah )  Чомски 2018 → Ноам Чомски. Америка иде у пропаст! Србининфо, 5.3.2018. (https://srbin.  info/2018/03/05/noam-comski-amerika-ide-u-propast/)  Џелетовић and Димитријевић → Миленко Џелетовић and Бојан Димитријевић. Могућисценарији будућности Косова и Метохије у контексту његове економске и друштвенеодрживости, in: [КВилиНХ 2019: 63–18].  Bieber → Bieber, Florian (2018). The Rise (and Fall) of Balkan Stabilocracies, Horizons.Journal of International Relations and Sustainable Development, Winter 2018, Issue № 10:176–185.  Dick Marty Report 2010 → Council of Europe, Parliamentary Assembly, Committee on LegalAffairs and Human Rights: Inhuman treatment of people and illicit trafficking in human organs inKosovo *1. Report. Rapporteur: Mr Dick Marty, Switzerland, Allianceof Liberals and Democrats for Europe, 12 December 2010.  Hofbauer 2009 → Hanes Hofbauer. Eksperiment Kosovo: povratak kolonijalizma, Beograd:Albatros plus, 2009.  KFOR Handbook → KFOR Handbook, s.a.  Kielmansegg 1991 → Peter Graf Kielmansegg. Koliko pluralizma podnosi demokratija, Gledišta, №3–4/1991.  Kuper 2007→ Robert Kuper. Raspad nacija. Beograd: „Filip Višnjić“ (Robert Cooper. TheBreaking of Nations: Order and Chaos in the Twenty-First Century, Atlantic Press, 2003).  Madžar 2017 → Ljubomir Madžar. Geopolitical Constraints on Development Policies of SmallCountries/ Геополитичка ограничења на(?!) развојну политику малих држава, Acta Economica (Бања Лука), Volume XV, № 26 / June 2017: 11–54.  Milovanovitch → Milovanovitch, M. Les traités de garantie au XIXe siècle. Étude de droitinternational et d’histoire diplomatique , Paris 1888.  Ocić 1999 → Časlav Ocić. Kosovo and Metohia: Investing in Ethnicity, in: Discourse onMultilingual Cultures : Popular Cultures, Societies and Arts/ ed. by Yuichi Midzunoe. Tokyo : Taga Shuppan. ISBN 4–8115–5351–9 C 1095, 1999:341–364.  SANU / SASA. Serbian Artistic Heritage in Kosovo and Metohija: Identity, Significance,Vulnerability,  Dragan Vojvodić and Miodrag Marković, eds., SASA Belgrade2017.  Savijano 2010 → Roberto Savijano. Gomora, Beograd: Geopoetika, 2010.  Schwab  and  Malleret  2020→ Klaus Schwab  and Thierry Malleret . COVID-19: The GreatReset , ISBN AgenturSchweiz, 2020.  Senior and Singer 2011 → Dan Senior and Sol Singer (2011). Nacija u usponu: priča oizraelskom ekonomskom čudu,Beograd: Klub Plus, 2011.  Vejl 1995 → Simon Vejl. Ukorenjivanje: Uvod u deklaraciju o dužnostima prema ljudskom biću,Beograd: BIGZ, 1995.  Weithmann 1997 → Michael W. Weithmann. Balkan-Chronik: 2000 Jahre zwischen OrientundOkzident , Regensburg: Pustet; Graz–Wien–Köln:Verl. Styria, 1997.  Wiemer’s letter 2000 → Wiemer’s letter to Schröder from 2000, in: [СБССАНУ 2: 439–446].  INTERNET SOURCES  https://bit.ly/2XzzCBl  https://bit.ly/3qjk3tZ  https://bit.ly/35wuEJW  www.blic.rs/politika.php?id=79495          [1]  “Why is that so? Where divisible assets and goods are concerned, there is a possibility foragreement and compromise. The rules of the democratic political process are relatively suitablefor reaching such agreements. Where values are concerned, however, there are no likeprospects. Where values clash, decisions must follow the ‘either…or’ imperative, they cannottravel the comfortable road of the ‘like this… like that’ solution. Values, on the other hand, havea different, more existential meaning for people than interests do; because of that, the formingof their space of tolerance in this area is much more difficult. Finally, the pluralism of identitiesmeans that the consciousness of the ‘we’ is missing. This questions the readiness of all toaccept the common rules of the game as an obligation both for us and the others in the event ofdefeat. Thus, democratic consensus is threatened at its very core from the outset.”[Kielmansegg 1991: 39].      [2]  As the Bishop of Ras-Prizren and Kosovo-Metohia Diocese, Teodosije, put it: “For some,Kosovo and Metohia can at the same time be a blessing as well as damnation. Those who liveaware of that blessing, who cherish and uphold it, will be happy to have safeguarded what ourancestors have bequeathed us as a token of our choice of the Heavenly Kingdom over thekingdom of this world, which is transient.”[https//:kossev.info/vladika-teodosije-kosovo-i-Metohia-moze-nekom-biti-blagoslov-ili-prokletstvo/]      [3]  “For those, though, who will make bargains with their inheritance even at the cost of thepeople’s ruin this blessing will become their damnation, staying with them during their lifetime inthis world, as it will for all eternity. Their name will be written down among the names of thosewho were destroyers of the Living Church, perjurers and deceivers, whose hypocritical wordssay one thing but mean something else, who work clandestinely, so as to hide their shame. Butmay the Lord grant them reason and repentance so that they might turn to Him and understandthat their inheritance is not just land, but this part of the heaven on earth, our sacred Kosovoand Metohia, which had for centuries unified our devout people wherever they lived.”[http://www.eparhija-prizren.com/sr/episkop-rasko-prizrenski-i-kosovo-metohijski-g-teodosije]      [4]  “We rush head on into destruction created by the market system which transferred theproblems from society into the sphere of the market. For this reason the interests of the capital, transnational corporations and financial institutionsin the U.S. are placed above the interests of the people.” With these words Noam Chomskyrecently warned his fellow countrymen that the U.S. is facing a collapse “because ofneoliberalism and the market economy.” [Chomsky 2018].      [5]  In fact: “Victory and doing business are its sole imperatives. The tiniest devotion, feeling,law, love, emotion, religion – everything that can endanger the total freedom [of choice, addedby Č.O.] is a concession to competition, the stumbling stone, and a sign of defeat. Anythinggoes, but only once the economic victory is ensured, only once the prevailing [of the capital,added by Č.O] becomes certain,” writes Roberto Saviano in his novel Gomorrah[Saviano2010].      [6]  How this impacts the job market? In addition to increased demand for tools, weapons andammunition, the demand for mercenaries (“Janissaries”), prostitutes and both willing andunwilling organ donors is also on the rise. But, given that for a long time now we have beenliving in a post-heroic world, all this is considered “normal,” and those who become successful inthe field of such “new” services, become the heroes of the “New Reality” (such for examplebeing Bernard Kouchner, the head of one of global Mafia organizations trafficking in humanorgans, who is frequently in conflict of interest with NATO’s organizational units engaged insimilar “missions”).      [7]  What used to be a common opinion on the issue? “A nation can survive its fools, even itsoverly ambitious men. But it cannot survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is lessformidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly, while a traitor moves inside the citywalls freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, reaching […] the very halls of thegovernment. For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims; hisface and apparel are similar to theirs, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts ofall men. The traitor rots the soul of the nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night toundermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. Amurderer is less to be feared – the traitor is the plague!” wrote Cicero two thousand years ago.What has changed since? But, following the end of the Second World War much has changed,as can be seen from the example of England, as documented in The Meaning of Treason bythe unsurpassable Rebecca West [Вест 2013]. See also: [Чворовић 2006].      [8]  Governments have become corporations, parties have become corporations, hospitals arecorporations as well; corporations are schools, scientific and research institutes, even theChurch; armies have become professional, i.e. paid (consisting of soldiers who kill for soldi,as Italians call money)… A corporation’s goal is maximum profit. In other words, the school no longer educates and forms, scientists do not search for the truth,soldiers do not defend their country, politicians do not take care of public good (statesmanshipbeing derided as an atavism), priests do not attend to the believers’ souls, the economy hastaken the place of religion, in the business sector everyone is rushing to grab as much aspossible. The dominant tendencies in the world are replacing culture with entertainment (inSlavic languages, that word is closely related to “oblivion”), training replaces education, mind changingpersuasion techniques (Mind Genomics) suppress and even abolish science, while the politicalscene increasingly resembles a circus or a cattle market. By such discrediting, the autonomyof certain social spheres (politics, science, health care, education, sports, media…) is being lost,their quality degraded, their authenticity and raison d’ȇtre on the way to disappear. More and more people are becoming reduced to “individuals”, theirhuman worth limited to being mere taxpayers and consumers – whereas the number ofproducers available for taxation and able to use their earnings to create demand on theconsumer market is dwindling. Budget revenues are dropping, as is the demand – all adding upto the reason why crisesoccur.      [9]  Who are ours, and who stabilocrats – see [Bieber 2018: 176–185].      [10]  The case of the Greek debt bondage is indicative and paradigmatic. Yanis Varoufakis, aformer Greek finance minister, summarized the problem on February 6, 2015 in a singlesentence: “The confused and muddled political actors, negating the systemic nature of thecrisis , follow a policy similar tocarpet bombing proud European nations in order to salvage them.”      [11]  The use value of the term „new world order“ (or „globalization“) seems to be rapidly„evaporating“; therefore Claus Schwab (and other Davos ideologues) are trying to replace it withnew one: Great Reset [
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